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My question to you is how do you handle multiple bus delays at one time? I know within a matter
of minutes we had 6 buses calling in saying that they were stuck and couldn’t move because of icy
roads. This caused a huge back up on the phone lines headed to dispatch questioning where their
children’s bus was. Combine that with the drivers calling in saying that they were stuck and you
pretty much have chaos. I know my office staff had a hard time keeping track of who was where
and what the situation was. When parents were calling in, there wasn’t any consistent information
being given out as to the location of buses.
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Has Anyone Seen
That Bus ? Cont.

After the fact, we had a meeting on what we could have done better. The solution was a rather simple one. Our dispatcher is in a separate location from the other office staff, so part of the solution
was to move everyone to the same office. The next part of the solution was implement a white
board that would be used to record the route number, location, time the issue started, what the problem was, and who was headed to the bus for help. With one office person in charge of the board and
the board being located in a spot that everyone in the office can see it, it makes answering the calls
to parents much easier. You can look at the board, see that route 25 is stuck at such and such intersection at 4:15 p.m. and see that the mechanic is in route to get them out of the ditch. The white
board will also help the dispatcher keep straight who is moving again and who still needs help and
where there helpers are. I know at one point I had several vans with ice melt loaded in them on the
road, just to assist drivers getting straightened out and headed in the right direction.
Hopefully, winter will end soon and we will be complaining about the heat. If you have useful tips
and suggestions that the rest of us can use, please send them to Barb Rizzo so she can get them in
TIPS.
Keep’em safe,
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Advertisers
In this issue, our advertisers’ ads are located on the
following pages:

Conference

Midwest Transit ................................. Page 4, 11
Inland Power Group ............................ Page 9,18
John’s Paint and Body ........................... Page 21
Central States ......................................... Pages 6

Hi!

Radilink ................................................... Page 14

My name is Barb Rizzo. I recently took over
From Vicki Mattson as Executive Director of IAPT.

Southern Bus & Mobility ........................ Page 13

I know many of you and am excited to take on this
new role.

Transfinder .............................................. Page 13

One of the largest parts of this job is to plan the annual conference.

Please patronize our advertisers. They are helping
us to encourage and promote the safety and
efficiency of pupil transportation in Illinois.

Last month I listed some of the speakers that I have
lined up.
I was pleased to be contacted by a member who had
an idea that they would like to see presented. I have
contacted the people that can fulfill that members
request and am waiting for confirmation on a presentation.

TIPS ARTICLES
Please think about writing an article about some of the workshops you attend this year.
Please submit articles for TIPS to
share some of the things you
learned while attending the conference. Maybe something you
learned while networking with
your peers or at the trade show.

It is a huge help to me to have people let me know
what interests them.
Getting answers to the questions we need to improve our operations is always the best.
Please feel free to contact me if you have an idea or
request for the conference.
Sincerely,
Barb
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Do You and Your Colleagues
Practice What You Preach?

Dear Fellow Leaders,
Here are some of the clear attitudes and behaviors of leaders that practice what they preach. They...



















keep their promises and honor their commitments.
really have an “open door.”
follow ALL the rules and regulations.
Treat everyone with courtesy and respect.
are upbeat and positive.
tell the truth.
are polite and considerate.
are prompt and prepared for work and meetings.
“own” their behaviors and “own-up” to their mistakes.
think before they act.
solve problems rather than “celebrate” them.
pursue win-win outcomes.
give their best effort.
display initiative.
are dedicated to learning and continuous improvement.
deal with disappointments and set-backs constructively.
are committed to the organization and its mission
Please make sure these behaviors and characteristics describe you and your colleagues.
Lead Well … Lead Right,The WalkTheTalk.com Team
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Submitted by Nancy Popp:

Survey finds 9 danger zone deaths in last school year
On January 7 2014, School Bus Fleet posted survey findings of last school year's school bus loading and unloading zone accidents. You can find the results of the nine fatalities online at http://
www.schoolbusfleet.com/Channel/School-Bus-Safety/News/2014/01/07/Survey-finds-9-dangerzone-fatalities-in-last-school-year.aspx?ref=Newsline-20140109&utm_campaign=Newsline-FridayNEW-20140109&utm_source=Email&utm_medium=Enewsletter.
The findings come from the National School Bus Loading and Unloading Survey, which the Kansas
State Department complies annually from state agencies responsible for school transportation
safety and/or accident records*. Only those fatalities involving school children in or around the loading or unloading areas of a school bus or transit bus are included in the survey. On-board fatalities
are excluded. Note, that this edition is only available online.
This survey is provided annually to the school transportation industry in an effort to alert individuals
and organizations of the dangers involved in loading and unloading school children. Fatalities continue to occur at the bus stop, caused by a variety of circumstances and errors on the part of the
school bus driver or passing motorist. It points out the continuing need for forceful, advanced instruction to school bus drivers and students, as well as the need to increase our efforts to thoroughly inform the driving public about the requirements of the school bus stop law. We are asked to
feel free to reproduce and utilize the survey data as desired, as it is provided specifically for the
stated purposes.

Stay in Touch!
Don’t drop out!
We need you!!
We’d be sad to lose you!
IAPT Dues need to be renewed! This could be your last issue of TIPS. Please don’t let that happen!
If you haven’t received a renewal notice, please contact me ASAP.
Support your organization for the reasonable fee of $65.00 per year for a full member and $ 50.00 for Associate Members.
Remember we are here to serve you.
We try to stay connected with all of the agencies and information that affect this industry. We strive to make each one of
us the best that we can be.
Please contact me if you haven’t received your renewal notice.
© 2011 by the Illinois Association for Pupil Transportation
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Huge Shout Out to all the Mechanics and
shop personnel
who got
us through the
terrible
weather on
January
6th and 7th.
You are real champions!
Manufacturer: TRUCK SERVICES, INC.

Mfr's Report Date: FEB 15, 2011
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EVER HAD THIS QUESTION COME UP?!
QUESTION: Are school district bus drivers required to conform with the FMVSA regulations as it pertains to hours of work. I contend that a driver employed by a school district is not subject to these regulations. Example:
Driver has a trip that is scheduled from 7:30AM – 3AM ( 19.5 HRS.) First and foremost we pay the driver
the entire time they are on duty driving or off duty sitting.
Here is an example of employee hours and how they are recorded:
730a-1245p – driving
1245p-815p – on call/ off duty time
8:15p-3a - driving
Although not required to follow them most school district employers try to follow FMVSA regulations.
ANSWER:
Below is the answer given by State Director of Transportation, Cinda Meneghetti:
You are correct. The driver’s hours are fine. They are within the limits of the Illinois Vehicle Code (see
2nd one below), but the Federal Regulations exempts school bus drivers that are employed by a public entity (school districts) from this federal regulation and other exemptions (not for alcohol and drug testing
however) (see 1st one below):
1) IDOT sent me the below information:
http://www.fmcsa.dot.gov/rules-regulations/administration/fmcsr/rules_search_results.aspx?
keyword=390&Cat_type=A
There is no specific cite in the Illinois Vehicle Code excluding school bus operations from hours of
service. The Federal Motor Carrier Safety Regulations, Part 390.1010 (f) 1) exempts school bus operations from these rules, including hours of service.
The Federal Motor Carrier Safety Regulations Part 390.3 (f) (1) exempts school bus operations from
those rules.
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EVER HAD THIS QUESTION COME UP?!
Continued from page 7
2)
625 ILCS 5/11-1419 covers hours of service
http://www.ilga.gov/legislation/ilcs/ilcs4.asp?DocName=062500050HCh%2E+11+Art%
2E+XIV&ActID=1815&ChapterID=49&SeqStart=120200000&SeqEnd=125200000
(625 ILCS 5/11-1419) (from Ch. 95 1/2, par. 11-1419)
Sec. 11-1419. Operation of motor vehicles - Duration - Exceptions. It is unlawful for any owner to require,
permit or allow any operator of any of his motor vehicles of the second division to operate any such motor
vehicle for a longer period than 10 hours following 8 consecutive hours off-duty or drive for any period
after having been on duty 15 hours following 8 consecutive hours off-duty, or to be or remain on duty
more than 60 hours in any 7 consecutive days, and whenever any such operator has operated such motor
vehicle for 10 hours following 8 consecutive hours off-duty or has been on duty 15 hours following 8 consecutive hours off-duty, he or she shall be relieved and not required, permitted or allowed again to operate
any such motor vehicle until he or she has had at least 8 consecutive hours off-duty. The Department of
State Police shall fix by general rule or temporary order the circumstances and regulations under which in
case of emergency or unusual temporary demands for transportation any such operator may be permitted
to operate any such motor vehicle or to stay on duty for longer periods of time than set by this Section.
The provisions of this Section shall not apply to any public utility in the operation of any motor vehicle not
for hire in case of emergency or in case of unusual temporary necessity for transportation of persons or
property or safeguarding of vehicles and their loads, nor shall such provisions apply to operation of any
motor vehicle as a part of the agricultural operations of canning, packing or freezing establishments engaged in the growing and processing of perishable fruits and vegetables, including the hauling of such
products between fields and such canning, packing or freezing establishments and between such establishments, nor shall such provisions apply to operation of any motor vehicle being used for transportation of
construction materials or equipment to, on or from construction sites within a radius of 50 miles of such
construction sites, nor to driver sales persons operating within a radius of 50 miles of their principal place
of business.
(Source: P.A. 84-1308.)
If a person works for a contractor, they may transport other types of passengers besides students and therefore, they ARE required to follow the federal statutes, but when they are transporting students for school
activities, they are exempt, most contracting school bus companies make their drivers also get an DOT
medical card, which is not required for drivers that only transport students for school activities and are
employed by the public entity, such as a school district. This may change one day, but currently these are
the laws in place.
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HAS ANYONE SEEN THAT BUS?
Why that Missing Bus is such a Danger!!
The Transportation Security Administration just released “Overview of School Bus Thefts,
Threat Assessment.”
Did you know that there have been 68 reported school bus thefts since January 2011.
These numbers do not include buses hijacked. 14 buses were stolen in 2011. In 2012, 29
buses were stolen; and 25 buses were stolen in 2013. Of the 68 reported thefts, 57 buses
have been recovered leaving 11 buses unaccounted.
Although these thefts appear to be criminal acts and not acts of terrorism, these thefts do
demonstrate a vulnerability which could be exploited by terrorist elements. Many school
buses are not locked or capable of being locked when the vehicle is parked and unoccupied.
Additionally school buses don’t attract attention while parked at large events, parked next to
public/private buildings or parked on the roadway near buildings.
Prior to the 2012 Super Bowl in Indianapolis, several school buses were stolen from the St.
Louis, MO. Area. The buses were last reported as seen headed toward Illinois. A security
awareness bulletin was released advising law enforcement and Super Bowl Personnel of the
thefts and the potential terrorist threat. Although these school buses weren’t observed at the
Super Bowl, they have never been recovered.
Some of the thefts occurred in these manners:
62 School Buses were taken from school grounds or a school bus facility
2 buses were taken form a driver’s residence (Hot Wired).
2 were taken from unreported locations
1 was taken from a store parking lot (the keys were in the ignition and the bus was
running).
The purpose of the thefts:
37 school buses were identified as a crime of opportunity (joy ride).
8 buses were recovered at a scrap yard in Chicago, IL, where the buses had been
shredded.
9 buses were being operated at a private transportation business.
What happened to the other buses is unknown.
Continued on page 10
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HAS ANYONE SEEN THAT BUS?
Why that Missing Bus is such a Danger!!
Continued from page 9
While funding is always an issue to provide a secured parking area for school
buses, consider what is vulnerable to attack as school districts increase school
building accessibility and security.
The following recommendations should be considered in creating a secured bus lot:

Assess the security issues while creating a priority list and time table for improvements as funds become available.

A trench deep enough or berm high enough to prevent a vehicle passing would suffice.

to reduce the ability of a vehicle to drive through the closed gate. The gate locking
mechanism should be protected (i.e. a steel box around a padlock preventing the
use of bolt cutters).
should be erected. The lighting should provide enough lighting to support cameras.

tion.
sider positioning a camera to record license plates of vehicles passing through the
gates. The camera systems should be connected to a DVR system and allow remote
viewing.
dalism. If guards aren’t possible, consider working with local law enforcement for
“Extra Patrols” of the bus lot after hours.
ing movement of pedestrians and vehicles within the lot and sensors mounted on
the fences and gate would activate the alarm.
The full report will be coming out soon. There are some simple ideas for protecting
our vehicles.
© 2011 by the Illinois Association for Pupil Transportation
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Next week, FMCSA will publish a final rule extending the requirement for interstate commercial drivers
to have paper copies of their medical examiner’s certifications with them when operating a commercial
motor vehicle. An advance copy of the rule has been posted to FMCSA’s website. This requirement will
stay in effect until January 30, 2015. This requirement applies to any drivers with either a commercial
driver’s license (CDL) or the commercial learner’s permit (CLP) who must be medically certified under
49 CFR part 391. Please note that drivers are still required to certify their status (e.g., interstate or intrastate, exempt or non-exempt) with the State Driver License Agency (SDLA) agency before January 30,
2014 and to provide the SDLA a copy of any new medical certificate received after January 30, 2012.
FMCSA also extended the requirement for interstate motor carriers to retain copies of their drivers’
medical certificates in their driver qualification files. This extension of the requirement to carry a medical certificate card was needed to ensure that all SDLAs are prepared to accept and transmit the medical
qualification of CDL and CLP holders on the Commercial Driver’s License Information System (CDLIS)

So this reminder is valid: about the Federal CDL/medical merge, that began 01/30/12 for new drivers, and must be completed by 01/30/14 by all existing CDL drivers. I have attached a sheet that gives the specifics of this new program.
Items that must be remembered: All current 455,000 CDL drivers must come into a CDL facility to declare
what category of driver they are, must be done at least once, by 01/30/14. If your CDL expires between
01/30/12-01/30/14, you may visit a CDL facility and do both items at the same time. However, if your CDL
does not expire during this 2-year window, then you still must come into a CDL facility to declare what classification of driver you are.
There will be 4 choices.
Non-Excepted Interstate Driver (NI)
Excepted Interstate Driver (EI)
Non-Excepted Intrastate Driver (NA)
Excepted Intrastate Driver (EA)
If you mark number 1 ( NI) then a current DOT card must be presented, prior to renewal. All of the pertinent
medical information from the card will be loaded to the drivers file. Then three things will happen. A) This information will be submitted to CDLIS. B) Your record will be instantly updated in real time, so every law enforcement officer in the country will know that you declared interstate, and should have all updated medical
information. C) Your driving record will show the updated medical information, which can be used in your
driver file by the employer.
If you mark numbers 2 (EI) 3 (NA) or 4 (EA) we will process you without asking for any medical information.
But keep in mind, that all law enforcement in the country as the above, will show you for what you declared.
So, if they catch you out of state, you will be out of compliance. Anytime a drivers situation changes, the driver
must notify our office, so we can correct what is sent out nationally.
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Consider the Amount of Loose Objects on a School Bus.

Q: What are some things that we might find inside our driver compartment that could be
loose and fly around in a crash?
Good Answers Include:
1) People: Yes, people who are not properly restrained by seat belts. The secondary
collision in this case will be these unrestrained occupants in the vehicle itself or other
occupants (passengers, children, pets). It is this collision that is most often fatal when
people are killed in crashes.
2) Tools or Tool Boxes: Metal or heavy plastic tool boxes can cause devastating injuries in a crash.
3) Lunch Boxes
4) Laptop Computers/Tablets: A 25 year old woman in Delta, BC died after the small
car she was driving was hit by a tow truck turning left. When investigators looked into
the incident, however, they concluded that she would have survived if not for her laptop
computer which she kept in a backpack on the back seat.
“What we believe happened [was] that she was struck in the back of the head and neck
with this laptop computer,” RCMP Sgt. Roger Morrow said at the Surrey detachment,
east of Vancouver.
5) Groceries: How could groceries possibly cause injury?
A one-litre bottle of water could hit with a weight of 20 kilograms. When a car decelerates violently, the force of gravity can mean a loose object packs 20 times the punch it
would normally.
Tailgate Tips:
The bottom line is that anything with mass that is loose in the vehicle is a hazard and
may become deadly in a crash. It is worthwhile to take a moment and secure loose objects before travelling. So what might be some strategies?
1) Make sure that everyone in the vehicle is wearing an occupant restraint (seat-belt).
2) Place objects in the trunk if you drive a car or the box if you drive a pick-up truck or
van.
3) Secure objects in the cargo area if protected from the cab by a screen.
4) If these are not possible, keep cargo or other items low, near or on the floor.
5) Shifting loads: if you are carrying heavy equipment or cargo, ensure that it is properly
tied down and secure.
Summary:
Loose objects in your passenger compartment can transform from benign harmless articles to lethal projectiles in an instant. Think about how you are stowing everything
from groceries to tools to briefcases and computers before you set out on your trip because in a crash, you already have enough problems without getting bashed on the
head by a metal lunchbox!
Reprinted from “Thinking Driver”
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Partnering for Success in Transporting Students with Special Needs
NSSEO ( National Schools Special Education Organization), Township High School District 214 and CookIllinois Corporation are proud to announce the upcoming workshop focused on successful transportation or
students with special needs.
This engaging and interactive conference will be held on January 24 and 25 in the District 214 Forest View
Educational Center located at 2121 S. Goebbert Road, Arlington Heights, Illinois.
Nationally renowned experts will share valuable information that will enable participants to apply principles
for defensible decision making about transporting students with disabilities.
Each day has a unique focus. Friday, January 24th will be focused on current trends and best practices in
transporting students with special needs and Saturday, January 25th will address the operations side of transportation.
Speakers scheduled include Peggy Burns, Peggy was the in house counsel for a large Colorado school district. She is a widely recognized presenter on legal issues affecting public education.
Sue Shutrump is the Supervisor of O.T. and P.T. Services for Trumbull County Education Services in Indiana. Sue co-chairs the NAPT Special Needs Committee.
Pauline Gervais is a consultant with the Education Compliance Group and served as the Executive Director
of Transportation for the Denver Public Schools.
Conference Fees are for one day $ 100.00 or two days for $ 150.00
On-line: http://www.nsseo.org/index.php?
plugin=formidable&controller=forms&frm_action=preview&form=u575fh
Mail to:

NSSEO
799 W Kensington Road Mt Prospect, IL 60056

Please
Note !

Illinois Association for Pupil Transportation
Barb Rizzo, Executive Director
PO Box 1027
Peotone, IL 60468
Phone: 224-637-6984
email@ilapt.net
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Illinois
Association for
Pupil
Transportation
Child Safety Restraint System—National Training
“Learning the best practice and NHTSA guidelines for transporting preschool age children on a school
bus.”

Saturday, March 29, 2014
8:00 AM to 5:00 PM
Woodruff High School
1800 NE Perry Ave Peoria, IL
Peotone, IL 60468

There will be a $ 35.00 fee for this class which will include lunch.
Class size is limited to 35.

The presenter will be Cheryl Wolf.
This class will provide credit for the NAPT Special Needs Certificate requirement.
It is important that any providers transporting students with disabilities or pre-school children have at least one person in their
operation that is properly trained in child securement..
Please make checks payable to: Illinois Association for Pupil Transportation
And send to :
B. Rizzo
P.O. Box 1027 Peotone, IL 60468
YourName_____________________________________________________________________________
Driver/Attendant Training.
Safety.

Employer:_____________________________________________________________________________
Critical Driving Skills.
Student Loading and Unloading.
Student Management.
Your Contact Information: Phone___________________________email:_______________________
Emergencies/Security.
Special needs training.
Are you a member of IAPT? Yes_________ No________

Registration deadline is: March 14, 2014
If you have any questions, please call 708-258-9605 or email: peotonebus@prodigy.net
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TIPS

Imperfect action
is better than
perfect inaction.

Please submit items for TIPS
by the 5th of each month to:
Barb Rizzo
Executive Director, IAPT
PO Box 1027
Peotone, IL 60468

~Harry Truman

TIPS is designed, developed
and published for the benefit
of its membership. Original
articles may not be republished without the express
written consent of IAPT.

Email: email@ilapt.net (preferred)
Tel: 224-637-6984
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